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Abstract—In the last decade, new approaches focused on
modelling uncertainty over complex relational data have been
developed. In this paper one of the most promising of such
approaches, known as Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs),
has been investigated and extended in order to measure and
include uncertainty over relationships. Our extension, called
PRMs with Relational Uncertainty, has been evaluated on real-
data for web document classification purposes. Experimental
results shown the potentiality of the proposed methods of
capturing the real “strength” of relationships and the capacity
of including this information into the probability model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional machine learning approaches are consistent
with the classical statistical inference problem formula-
tion, in which instances are homogeneous, independent,
identically distributed (i.i.d. assumption) and consequently
represented as a single flat table. However, this kind of
problem formulation does not reflect what happens in the
real world, where data are represented by several interrelated
entities. If we consider the problem of inducing a predic-
tive model starting from relational data, this task can be
accomplished by following one of the subsequent directions:
(1) by mapping relational data into a propositional form
and applying traditional predictive models based on the
i.i.d. assumption; (2) by maintaining the relational data
structure and by adapting/enriching learning and/or inference
algorithms in order to consider interrelated instances. If we
choose the first direction, having a propositional represen-
tation obtained by flattening relational data, we can induce
the simplest predictive model by specifying a complete joint
probability distribution. In this case taking a set of random
variables, we must specify a probability value for each
of the possible set instantiation. For example, in order to
specify an arbitrary joint distribution P (X1, X2, ..., Xm)
for m dichotomous variables, a table with 2m entries is
required. This complexity makes the representation of the
probability model impractical for any domain of realistic
size. A possible solution that tries to overcome this prob-
lem is represented by Bayesian Networks (BNs) [18]. The
key component of BNs that reduces the probability model
complexity, is the assumption that each variable is directly
influenced by only few others. This assumption is captured

graphically by a dependency structure D: a probability
distribution is represented as a directed acyclic graph whose
nodes represent random variables and whose edges denote
direct dependencies (causal relationships) between a node
X and its set of parents Pa(X). Formally, a Bayesian
Network asserts that each node is conditional independent
of its non-descendants given its parents. This conditionally
independence assumption allows us to represent concisely
the joint probability distribution. If we consider a distribution
P over m feature, it can be decomposed as the product of
m conditional distributions:

P (x1, x2, ..., xm) =
∏
j

P (xj |x1, ..., xj−1) =

=
∏
j

P (xj |Pa(xj)) (1)

where P (xi|Pa(xi)) is described by a conditional probabil-
ity distribution (CPD). The set of local conditional distribu-
tions represents the parameters θD. Despite the great success
of Bayesian Networks, both in terms of compact represen-
tation and predictive power, their applicability to complex
relational domains is still relatively limited. This is due to
one main reason: learning and inference algorithms are based
on independent instances assumption even if real world
data are represented as interrelated objects. Although several
methods have been developed in order to create propositional
representations that account for relationships [14] [17], the
exploitation of relationships during learning and inference is
not admitted. This causes a lost of information about rela-
tionship between instances that could contribute to increase
the predictive power of the classification model. In order
to overcome these limitations a growing number of rela-
tional approaches have been proposed as Stochastic Logic
Programs [2], Relational Bayesian Networks [11], Bayesian
Logic Programs [12], Relational Dependency Networks [15]
[16], Markov Logic Networks [4] [3], etc.... Among them we
choose Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs) - introduced
by Koller in [13] and subsequently investigated by Getoor
et al. in [9], [10] and [7] - that are able to model the
intersection between uncertainty and relational representa-
tion through the conjunction of Bayesian Networks and
Relational Databases. The advantages of PRMs are their
compact representation and the possibility to efficiently
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exploit (with proper adaptation) all available existing tools
for learning and inference on Bayesian Networks.
In this paper PRMs have been extended in order to deal with
uncertainty over the relational structure and experimentally
evaluated on real-data for web document classification pur-
poses.
The outline of the paper is the following. In section II we
review traditional PRMs. In Section III our extension of
PRMs, focused on web document classification purposes,
is presented in order to model the uncertainty over the re-
lational structure. In Section IV an experimental evaluation,
that includes a comparison with Bayesian Networks and
available PRMs, is conducted on a real case-study. Finally,
in Section V a summary of the main contributions of the
paper is given and in Section VI conclusions are derived.

II. PROBABILISTIC RELATIONAL MODELS

Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs) are a rich repre-
sentation language, used to combine relational representation
with probabilistic directed graphical models. PRMs concep-
tually extend Bayesian Networks in order to incorporate the
relational structure during learning and inference processes.
From a high level point of view, PRMs specify a probability
model over attributes of interrelated objects rather then
over features of propositional samples. The simplest form
of PRMs was introduced by Friedman in [6]. In order to
describe PRMs, we need to introduce their key components:
(1) a relational schema S; (2) a dependency structure DS

over attributes with the associated parameters θDS
; (3) a

joint probability distribution P .

A. Relational Schema

A relational schema describes the structure of a relational
database. In particular, a relational schema S defines a set
of n entities (tables) E = {E1, E2, ..., En}, the set of
descriptive attributes A(Ei) associated to each entity Ei
and a reference slot r every two related entities. Entities are
conventionally indicated by capital letter, while their records
- usually called instances or objects - are referred by the
corresponding lower case.
An important role into PRMs is played by those components
called relational skeleton and schema completion.

A relational skeleton σS is defined to be a partial
specification of the schema, where objects and reference
slots are specified, while attribute values are left unknown.

A schema completion I specifies the objects eit that
instantiate schema entities Ei and the relationships that exist
among them. A completion I specifies therefore a value for
each attribute eit.A and a value for each reference slot eit.r.

B. Dependency Structure and CPDs

A PRM specifies a probability distribution over entity
attributes by using the same assumption at the base of
Bayesian Networks: each variable in a PRM, i.e. attribute

Ei.A of an entity, is directly influenced by only few others.
This assumption is captured graphically by a dependency
structure DS : each attribute Ei.A is represented by a node
and the causal dependencies between them are denoted by
directed edges. Indeed, PRMs define for each attribute Ei.A
a set of parents Pa(Ei.A) that provides direct influences on
it.
Having a dependency structure that establish causal rela-
tionships between entity attributes, a conditional probability
distribution (CPD) is associated to each node of the network.
More precisely, let Ei.A be an attribute that can assume a
set of U(Ei.A) values and let Pa(Ei.A) be the parent set of
Ei.A. The CPD for Ei.A is defined by counting how many
realizations uk ∈ U(Ei.A) occur conditioned to the joint
parent values vPa(Ei.A). Except in cases of one “one-to-one”
relationships, i.e. when an object eit is related to only one
object ejv, the problem of modelling multiple related value
dependencies needs to be addressed for CPDs computation.
In this case, an aggregation function γ (as for example mode,
median, maximum, etc) is applied in order to model the
dependency of a variable Ei.A with respect to its multi
valued parent γ(Ei.r.B). The CPDs, that defines the set of
parameters θDS

, can be estimated directly on relational data
and, since they are defined at entity level, they can be shared
by all the objects that instantiate a given entity. For example
if an entity Ei contains an attribute Ei.A and ei1 and ei2 are
instances of Ei, then ei1.A and ei2.A will share the same
conditional probability distribution that will be used during
inference processes.

C. Joint Probability Distribution

A PRM Φ for a relational schema S is defined as a
probabilistic graphical model characterized by:
• a set of parents Pa(Ei.A), where each parent has the

form Ei.B or γ(Ei.r.B);
• a set of parameters θDS

, where each CPD represents
P (Ei.A|Pa(Ei.A))

The main goal of PRMs is to define a distribution over re-
lational data, i.e. a distribution over possible completions of
the relational schema that are consistent with the relational
skeleton.

Given any relational skeleton σS the joint probability
distribution over all completions of the relational schema
S can be computed as:

P (I|σS , S, θDS
) =

∏
eit∈σS

∏
A∈A(eit)

P (IPa(eit.A), θDS
)

=
∏

Ei∈E

∏
A∈A(Ei)

∏
eit∈σS(Ei)

P (Ieit.A|IPa(eit.A), θDS
) (2)

where
• Ieit.A represents the value of eit.A in the completion
I ,

• Ei denotes the entities belonging to the relational
schema S,
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• DS represents the dependency structure
• θDS

are the parameters associate to the dependency
structure DS

• σS(Ei) denotes the set of objects of each entity defined
by the relational skeleton σS

The joint probability distribution of PRMs, described in
equation (2) needs to be computed by considering a given
relational skeleton σS , which specifies those objects that we
have to consider in order to infer a given variable value.
In order to explicitly use all the related objects of a given
variable during the inference process, a PRM induces a
Unrolled Bayesian Network.

Given a PRM Φ an Unrolled Bayesian Network is defined
as follows:
• There is a node for every attribute eit.A of every object
eit ∈ σS(Ei)

• Each eit.A is probabilistically influenced by parents of
the form eit.B or (eit.r.B) where r is a slot chain

• The CPD for eit.A is defined as P (Ei.A|Pa(Ei.A))
The joint probability distribution can therefore be computed
over the unrolled Bayesian Network as:

P (I|σS ,Φ) =
∏

eit∈σS(Ei)

∏
A∈A(eit)

P (eit.A|Pa(eit.A)) (3)

In order to derive a coherent probability distribution the
dependency structure on the unrolled Bayesian Network is
required to be acyclic [7].

An interesting remark about PRMs concerns the relational
structure: PRMs assume that the skeleton is a certain in-
put for inferring variables distribution. Thus, equation (3)
determines the probabilistic model of object attributes, do
not providing a probabilistic model of relationships between
objects. This assumption limits the use of PRMs to that
domains in which the relationships between objects, i.e.
the reference slots, are fixed and certain in advance. These
challenges have been addressed in the literature by investi-
gating PRMs with Structural Uncertainty [9]. Two extension
of PRMs have been proposed: Reference Uncertainty and
Existence Uncertainty.

D. PRM Extensions: Reference and Existence Uncertainty

PRMs with Reference Uncertainty are a form of PRMs
able to deal with those domains in which the existence
of reference slots are uncertain, but the number of related
objects are known. This model specifies a relational skeleton
σo in which each object that instantiates a class is given and
creates a probabilistic model for the value of each reference
slot eit.r ∈ σo. For more details refer to [7].

PRMs with Existence Uncertainty are a form of PRMs
where not only the existence of reference slots is uncertain,
but also the number the number of related objects is un-
known. In order to manage this kind of uncertainty over
the relational structure, all the objects that can potentially

exist into the model are considered. Then a special binary
attribute, called exists variable, is introduced in order to
model the existence of a relationship between two poten-
tial objects. For more details about PRMs with Existence
Uncertainty refer to [10].

Now consider the web document classification problem,
in which documents are objects and hyperlinks are evidence
of relationships. Getoor et al. used PRMs with Existence
Uncertainty in order to address this problem. They assert
that while we know the set of web pages, we may uncertain
about which web pages link to each other and this we have
uncertainty over the existence of a link. In their model links
may or may not exist, and therefore they could be modelled
by a binary random variable.

In this paper we want to consider not only the existence
of a link, but also if the link is an expression of a semantic
coherence between linked pages: in some cases a link can
positively contribute to the inference process, while in some
other cases a link could only add noise. For example the
link from a page speaking about football to a page for
the pdf reader download assumes less importance than a
link between two football web pages. In this direction, in
which a relation between two objects can be represented by
a probabilistic connection, we propose a further extension
of PRMs nemed PRM with Relational Uncertainty.

III. PROBABILISTIC RELATIONAL MODELS WITH
RELATIONAL UNCERTAINTY

The probability model provided by traditional PRMs,
as mentioned above, have a limitation over the relational
structure: uncertainty over relationships is not admitted and
therefore parent attributes have the same impact on inferring
child distribution.

PRMs with Relational Uncertainty, called PRMs/RU,
are a form of Probabilistic Relational Models able to deal
with domains in which the existence of a reference slot is
known, but the relationships that they model could assume
different degrees of “strength”. That is probabilistic relation-
ships, that model the “strength” of relationships between two
related objects, are introduced in PRMs.

Consider for instance the inference process for the sim-
plified unrolled citation graph reported in Figure 1. We
can state that the attribute p7.topic depends on its internal
parent p7.author and on its external related parent attribute
p9.topic. If we consider the evidence that the cited paper p9

is about math, our expectation in traditional PRM about
p7.topic likely tends to the same topic. However, if we
consider the “strength” of this relationship our expectation
could be change. If we know that p9 is cited for related
aspects, and therefore there exists a weak relationship, we
could smooth our expectation accordingly. The reasoning
about the citation graph is applicable also to the web domain:
the topic of a web page could be inferred by considering
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Figure 1. Toy Example of PRMs/RU

the topic of related pages and by taking into account the
“strength” of their relationships.

Thus, we can intuitively think at PRMs with Relational
Uncertainty as a probabilistic graphical model in which the
local distribution of an attribute is influenced not only by
attributes of its related parents but also by the “strength” of
their relationships. In order to describe PRMs/RU, we need
to provide a new definition of (1) the relational schema, (2)
the dependency structure over attributes with the associated
set of parameters, (3) the joint probability distribution.

A. Relational Schema

In order to include relational uncertainty in PRMs a new
probabilistic skeleton σP is proposed.

Given a relational schema S, a probabilistic relational
skeleton σP specifies objects belonging to the following
entities:

• Standard Entities Ei, which refer to existing tables
within the relational schema S and are characterized
by their own set of attributes A(Ei)

• Support Entities Ẽj , that do not explicit belong to
the relational schema, but they are introduced to model
probabilistic relationships between couple of objects.
Each support entity contains:

– two reference slots Ẽj .r1 and Ẽj .r2 for identify-
ing related objects

– one artificial relationship attribute Ẽj .U , that
represents the probabilistic relationship holding
between two related objects.

A simple example of probabilistic relational skeleton for the
web domain is depicted in Figure 2, where objects di belong
to the standard entity Document, objects lij belong to the
support entity Link and the relationship is denoted by the
probRel attribute.

In PRMs/RU a schema completion I∗ specifies the value
for each attribute eit.A belonging to standard entity Ei, the
value for each attribute ẽjp.U belonging to support entity
Ẽj and the reference slots ẽjp.r1 and ẽjp.r1. A schema
completion I∗ for the web domain specifies reference slots
lij .origin and lij .destination, the value of each object

Figure 2. Probabilistic relational skeleton for the web

Figure 3. Completion of PRM/RU

attribute, i.e. document category di.class, and the value of
probabilistic relationship lij .probRel. (See Figure 3).

1) Relational Uncertainty Over the Web Structure: In
order to measure the uncertainty over the web, we need to
estimate the hyperlinks “strength”. For this purpose, we can
use the procedure proposed in [5]. In particular, we need to
(1) identify which semantic portion of a web page contains
a link and (2) evaluate its coherence w.r.t. the origin and the
destination pages. The first activity is aimed at partitioning a
html document, following the idea that it can be viewed not
as an atomic unit but also as a granular composition of sub-
entities. A multi-entity document representation, that reflects
how people perceive a web page, help us to identify the
semantic area of web pages in which a hyperlink is wrapped.
For this purpose we can see a web page di belonging to a
document collection Q as:

di = (Ωi,Ψi) where
Ωi = {di1, di2, .., din} , Ψi = {ψi1, ψi2, .., ψim}

(4)

Ωi represents the finite set of visual blocks and Ψi is the set
of horizontal and vertical separators. A visual block dik ∈ Ωi
denotes a semantic part of the web page, does not overlap
any other blocks and can be recursively considered as a web
page.

Given a multi-entity web page representation, in order to
estimate the lij .probRel related to a link (i,m), we need
to compute the coherence of the semantic area where a link
is located w.r.t. the origin page di (Internal Coherence) and
w.r.t. the destination page dm (External Coherence). The se-
mantic areas containing links are identified by visual blocks
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and detected by using spatial and visual cues described by
the layout information embedded into the HTML language
as reported in [1]. Before defining Internal and External
Coherence we introduce the concept of link-block. Given
a document di = (Θi,Φi), a visual block dik ∈ Θi is called
link block, and denoted by d∗ik, if there exists a link (i,m)
from d∗ik to a destination page dm.

Now, given a web page of origin di = (Ωi,Ψi), let Ω∗i ⊆
Ωi be the set of link blocks belonging to di, and let W be
the set of terms contained into d∗ik, i.e. W = {tj ∈ d∗ik}.
The Internal Coherence (IC) of a link block d∗ik w.r.t origin
document di is defined as:

IC(d∗ik, di) =


1
|W |

|W |∑
j=1

γi(tj)− ωik(tj)
ωik(tj)× γi(tj)

if |Ωi| > 1

1 otherwise
(5)

where ωik(tj) represents the number of occurrences of term
tj into d∗ik, γi(tj) is the number of occurrences of term tj
in di.
The IC index takes value into the interval [0, 1]. The extreme
values are taken respectively when no terms are shared
between d∗ik and the rest of the document di and when
di consists of a single visual block, i.e. |Ωi| = |Ω∗i |=1. In
this last case we set IC(d∗ik, di) = 1, stating that d∗ik is
coherent to itself and consequently to di. In all other cases,
the Internal Coherence, assumes values between 0 and 1.
In particular, if a subset of terms belongs to a visual block
d∗ik ∈ Ω∗i and these terms are well distributed along the
entire document di, then the IC index tends to 1 stating that
d∗ik is likely to be coherent to the document di. If these
terms are not frequent in the rest of the document we may
suppose that either d∗ik is not related for the document topic
or we have a multi-topic document, determining IC values
that tend to 0.

Given a web page of origin di = (Ωi,Ψi) and a destina-
tion web page dm, let Ω∗i ⊆ Ωi be the set of link blocks
belonging to di, and let W be the set of terms contained into
d∗ik, i.e. W = {tj ∈ d∗ik}. The External Coherence (EC) of
d∗ik w.r.t. the destination page dm is defined as:

EC(d∗ik, dm) =
1

|W |ρm

|W |∑
j=1

δmk(tj) (6)

where δmk(tj) represents the number of occurrences of term
tj in dm such that tj appears into the visual block d∗ik, ρm
is the number of occurrences of the most frequent term in
dm out of all the terms in dm.

This metric estimates the External Coherence as the rela-
tive frequency of terms tj that occur into the destination page
dm (and at the same time appears into the link block d∗ik),
w.r.t the number of occurrences of the most “important” term
in dm. If a subset of terms belongs to a visual blocks d∗ik
and these terms are important into the destination document
dm, then d∗ik is likely to be coherent to dm. The strenght

Figure 4. Dependency structure of PRMs/RU

lim.probRel of a link from page di to page dm now can
be defined as the arithmetic mean of Internal and External
Coherence presented respectively in (5) and (6):

lim.probRel =
IC(d∗ik, di) + EC(d∗ik, dm)

2
(7)

When the number of link blocks from an origin page di to a
destination page dm is greater than 1, an aggregation funtion
can be used. In our investigation the mean aggregation
function has been employed. Note that if there is a link
from di to dm and vice versa, two different values of link
“strength” lim.probRel and lmi.probRel could be obtained.

B. Dependency Structure and CPDs

The dependency structure DP of a PRM/RU is defined
as follows:
• each attribute Ei.A and Ẽj .U is mapped into a node
• edges between each attributes Ei.A and its parent set
Pa(Ei.A) are drawn

• an edge from Ẽj .U to at least one attribute of its related
entities is established

In the web example, the dependency model is defined as
follows: (1) we introduce a node for the descriptive attribute
Document.class, and a node for the artificial relationship
variable Link.probRel; (2) we introduce at entity level an
edge from Document.class to itself in order to model the de-
pendency between the category label of an origin document
and the category label of adjoining destination documents.
Moreover, an edge from Link.probRel to Document.class
is stated in order to take into account, during learning
and inference process, probabilistic relationships between
related documents. This dependency model is reported in
Figure 4. Having a dependency structure that establishes
causal relationships between attributes, conditional proba-
bility distributions can be estimaed for each node of the
network.

Conditional probability distribution in PRMs/RU can be
computed as for traditional PRMs (see subsection 3.2),
because probabilistic relationships are modelled as attributes
of (support) entities. The set of parameters θDP

, represented
by CPDs, can be estimated directly on relational data. Also
in this case, since CPDs are defined at entity level, they can
be shared by all objects that instantiate a given entity.



Figure 5. Unrolled Bayesian Network

C. Joint Probability Distribution

A PRM/RU Φ∗ for a relational schema S is defined as a
probabilistic graphical model characterized by:
• a set of parents Pa∗(Ei.A) that, for each node Ei.A,

includes all possible parents both from standard and
support entities

• a set of parameters θDP
= P (Ei.A|Pa∗(Ei.A))

PRMs/RU define, as well as traditional PRMs, a joint
probability distribution over all completion of the relational
schema. The joint probability distribution of PRMs/RU
therefore reduces to that one presented in equation (2).

In order to explicitly use specific objects during the
inference process, PRM/RU induces an Unrolled Bayesian
Network as specified in section II-C. The joint probability
distribution over all completions I∗ (that specifies both
standard and support objects) can be therefore computed as:

P (I|σP ,Φ∗) =
∏

eit∈σp

∏
A∈A(eit)

P (eit.A|Pa∗(eit.A)) (8)

In order to obtain a coherent probability model for the
distribution presented in equation (8), the Unrolled Bayesian
Network must be acyclic. However, this cannot be always
ensured.

For example, in the web domain the acyclicity require-
ment is not guaranteed. If we state the web dependency
model presented in Figure 4, in which the category of a web
page depends on the category of its adjoining documents, the
corresponding Unrolled Bayesian Network could generate
cycles as depicted in Figure 5. Moreover, the probabilistic re-
lationship, as pointed out in section III-A, can be asymetric.
Indeed the link strength from di to dj can have a different
value that from dj to di. In order to deal with relational
uncertainty and to eliminate graph cycles, a new unrolling
procedure based on model decomposition is proposed.

1) Model Decomposition: The basic idea of dealing with
probabilistic relationships and cyclic dependencies is to
create two unrolled acyclic sub-networks stem from the
cyclic one. This model decomposition, that starts from an
unrolled Bayesian Network B, remove cycles through the
following procedure:
• each attribute eit.A that is involved into a cycle is

Figure 6. PRMs/RU Model Decomposition

splitted into eit.A[in] and eit.A[out], which are placed
into the set of nodes Nin and Nout respectively.

• each attribute eit.A (also comprising that ones belong-
ing to support entities) which is not involved into a
cycle is mapped into a node eit.A[ac] and placed into
a set of nodes Nac

• an edge from emp.A[out] to eit.A[in] is established
only if there exists an edge in B from emp.A to eit.A

• an edge from emp.A[ac] to eit.A[in] is established only
if there exists an edge in B from emp.A to eit.A

• an edge from emp.A[ac] to eit.A[ac] is established only
if there exists an edge in B from emp.A to eit.A

At the end of this procedure we obtain two sub-networks
Bx and By , which are acyclic by construction.

In our web example, from network B shown in Figure
5, we derived the sub-networks Bx and By depicted in
Figure 6. Given a relational skeleton σP the joint probability
distributions for any relational skeleton I∗ can be computed
over the sub-networks Bx and By as follows:

P (I∗|σP , Bx) =
∏

eit.A∈Bx

P (eit.A|Pa(eit.A)) (9)

P (I∗|σP , By) =
∏

eit.A∈By

P (eit.A|Pa(eit.A)) (10)

In order to derive a complete joint probability distribution
for PRSs/RU, the joint probability distribution defined in
equations (9) and (10) are combined as follows:

P (I∗|σP , Bx, By) =
P (I∗|σP , Bx) + P (I∗|σP , By)

2
(11)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

PRM/RU has been evaluated comparing its accuracy to
that one obtained by benchmarks models available in the
literature: Bayesian Networks and PRM with Existence
Uncertainty. Our experimental investigation starts from a
dataset construction step, in which about 10000 web pages
from popular sites listed in 5 categories of Yahoo! Directo-
ries (http://dir.yahoo.com/) are downloaded. See table I. The
main goal is to infer the class label (topic) of a document di
by considering the class label of adjoining documents and



Category # of document
Art & Humanities 3280

Science 2810
Health 1740

Recreation & Sports 1250
Society & Culture 960

Table I
DATASET FEATURES

the “strength” of their relationships. In particular, the de-
pendency model depicted in Figure 4 and the corresponding
acyclic Bx and By unrolled networks are constructed.

The Accuracy metric, which estimates the number of
elements correctly classified, is used to evaluate the classi-
fication performance. Given the documents belonging to the
collection reported in Table I, the accuracy (Acc) is estimated
as follows:

Acc =
number of documents successfully classified

total number of documents
(12)

Since Bayesian Networks are not suitable for relational
data, a “flattening” procedure has been performed in order
to reduce the document dataset into a propositional form.
A propositional representation for relational data could be
obtained by fixing the feature space and by mapping multiple
feature values into a single one. For our experimental inves-
tigation, the feature space is defined by setting originClass
and destinationClass features. Since a destination document
dj could be linked by several origin documents di, the
value of the destinationClass feature could depend on more
than one originClass value. For this reason, we choose
the most frequent originClass value with respect to each
destinationClass. For example if a document is linked by two
documents about Health and one document about Science,
the Health value is chosen for representing the originClass.

The second benchmark predictive model used in this ex-
perimental investigation is PRM with Existence Uncertainty.
This model, in which the existence or the absence of a
relationship is modelled by the exists binary variable, will
be called PRM with existence uncertainty (binary).

Since PRMs with Existence Uncertainty are also suitable
for managing the strength of a relationship between two
related objects, we decided to substitute the binary existence
variable with an “aggregated version” of our probRel. In
this case, if there exists a hyperlink from a document di
to a document dj and a hyperlink from a document dj
to a document di, the truth observation about an existing
relationship between di and dj is substituted by a continuous
variable lA(i,j).probRel, whose value is computed as the
average of linkij .probRel and linkji.probRel. That is,
the CPD is learned by considering the continuous values
of the probRel attribute instead of the binary values of
the exists attribute. This model, in which the existence
of a relationship is modelled by the linkA(i,j).probRel

continuous variable, will be called PRM with existence
uncertainty (continuous).

In Figure 7 the classification performance comparison
on web relational data is reported: PRMs with relational
uncertainty outperforms, in terms of accuracy, the bench-
marks algorithms. We can see that PRMs have in general
better performance than BNs. Moreover, we can note that

Figure 7. Performance comparison on web relational data

the potential of PRMs/RU and PRMs/EU of capturing the
real “strength” of a relationship between two linked docu-
ments and the capacity of including this “strength” into the
probability model can improve the models predictive power.
Finally we can see that the continuous version of PRMs/EU,
although able to consider the link strengh, seem to loose
some information: the main limitation is the use of a single
variable to model structural uncertainty.

V. SUMMARY OF THE MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

The main goal of this paper is to extend PRMs in order
to include uncertainty over the relational structure and to
apply them on a real case study. The main contribution of
this paper can be summarized as follows:

1) Modelling uncertainty over the relational structure.
PRMs/RU model the uncertainty that an existing rela-
tionship is semantically relevant. Therefore, PRMs/RU
consider relationships known to be existent. This
is the main difference with the uncertainty over the
relational structure considered by PRMs/EU, which
instead estimate the probability that a relationship does
exist. More specifically, PRMs/EU model uncertainty
by introducing a special existence attribute for each
object that instantiate an entity, while PRMs/RU model
uncertainty by introducing special probRel attribute
only where is necessary, i.e. only if there exists a
relationship between two objects.

2) Relational Uncertainty estimation. We provided a
method for quantifying the relational uncertainty over
related documents by considering web documents not
only as an atomic unit, but as a composition of
semantic areas. A relational uncertainty estimation that
produces probRel=0.6 means that there exist a relation



between two documents and its strength is quoted
0.6. P(probRel), that is the probability distribution
of the semantic relevance of the link between the to
documents.

3) Modelling ciclicity. Even if a procedure for learning
structure and parameters have been refined by Koller
at al. [8] in order to ensures graph aciclicity in PRMs
instantiation (unrolled bayesian networks), when the
dependency structure is given by hand this condition
could be not guaranteed. For this purpose, we pro-
vided a model decomposition procedure that, starting
from a cyclic unrolled bayesian networks, creates two
corresponding aciclyc sub-networks characterized by
coherent probability distributions. Given these sub-
networks a complete joint probability can be obtained
by combining their posterior distributions.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper one of the most promising model able
to deal with uncertainty over relational data, known as
Probabilistic Relational Model, has been investigated and
extended. In particular, Probabilistic Relational Models with
Relational Uncertainty have been proposed in order to deal
with domains in which the relationships between objects
could assume different degrees of “strength”. Probabilistic
Relational Models with Relational Uncertainty have been
experimentally investigated for web document classification
purposes. The proposed models have been compared, in
terms of classification accuracy, with Bayesian Networks and
Probabilistic Relational Models with Existence Uncertainty.
The experimental investigation on real data shows that Prob-
abilistic Relational Models with Relational Uncertainty can
offer significant improvement with respect to the benchmark
models used for prediction in relational domains. Even
if the preliminary results obtained are primising, further
investigations are required. Moreover, despite the high pre-
dictive power of Probabilistic Relational Models, inference
procedures are still an open problem. Even if traditional
approximate inference algorithms could be applied for poste-
riors computation, their complexity over large domains make
the cost of those algorithms prohibitive.
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